
LHC Run Rotation Offering Creation Overview

When an LHC is ready to start the Run Offering for their Rotation, they can go to this menu to begin creation.  

URR OFFERINGS:  This menu allows 
the LHC to see any previously created 
Run Offerings for their Facility

FILTERS: Modify information viewed 
for Offerings. User filter settings can 
be saved for future use. Filters can be 
used to view overall information or 
drill down to specific details. 

ADD DOCUMENT: Select this button 
to begin Run Offering creation, and 
select the Unassigned Run Rotation 
Document.

URR FIELDS: Enter in all the 
appropriate fields for this Run 
Offering, for this Facility:

● Rotation Type: Choose AM, 
PM or Teams

● Origin/Additional 
Pt/Destination: Enter in the 
appropriate Location details 
of the Run

● Ready Time/Meet 
Time/Arrival Time: Enter 
appropriate times for the Run

● Notes: Enter any notes you 
wish the TSP AO/BC for the 
Run

● Add Run: Select this to add 
another Run to the Run 
Offering.  You can add as 
many as you wish.

SAVE: Save Run Offering when Done
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Step 1: LHC Run Rotation Offering - Drafting

Once Saved, the URR Offering is in “Drafting” mode.  In this mode any changes can still be made, including adding or deleting Runs.  
No communications have gone to the TSP AO/BCs in this status yet.  Note that the screen will automatically refresh once the Run is 
started so there is no need to manually refresh.

AVAILABLE RUNS:  Any runs entered 
can be viewed and edited in this table 
in Drafting mode.

ADD RUN: You can add another run in 
this table view if you prefer this mode 
to the detail panel for faster entry.

FULL SCREEN: If you prefer you can 
click this icon to work on the Run 
Offering in Full Screen mode.

STATUS: The status field is a picklist 
that controls mechanisms and 
communications in the Run Offering.  
You can change a status by simply 
selecting the next status to move to, 
in this case, “Published” from 
Drafting.
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Step 2: LHC Run Rotation Offering - Published

Once Status is changed to Published and saved, the Run Offering will texted and emailed to all relevant TSP AO/BC Vector users for 
that Run Rotation, for that Facility so that they can preview the Runs for that day.  The TSP List used to match to Vector users is 
linked within the Run Offering.  Note that for smaller facilities with smaller URR runs, you can move from Drafting to In Progress 
and skip Published. STATUS:  Once the status is changed 

to Published you cannot make any 
changes to the Runs are they are 
being offered to TSPs.  You can only 
make changes in Drafting or Paused 
Status.  The next Status is “In 
Progress”.

RUNS: All Runs in this mode are read 
only.

RANKING FIELDS:  
● Start Ranking indicates 

which Ranking number the 
Offering will start at.  

● Current Carrier Rank signifies 
the Ranking the Run Offering 
is currently at.

● Current Carrier Rank Making 
a Selection signifies the 
Carrier Name currently 
making a Selection.
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Step 3: LHC Run Rotation Offering - In Progress

Once Status is changed to In Progress and Saved.  The TSP AO/BCs will be notified in order of the TSP Ranking List when it is their 
turn. Each TSP will have a certain number of minutes to either Accept, Decline, or their turn will expire.   Once all Tractors have been 
offered, the status of that Tractor will go to “Unavailable”, and the Run Offering will go automatically into a “Paused” Status.

STATUS:  Once the status is changed 
to In Progress, the starting rank TSP 
is notified that it is their turn and they 
will have a few minutes to make a 
choice.  Then all TSPs will be offered 
in order of the Ranking List.

A Run Offering will only Pause if one 
of the following conditions occur:

● An LHC manually changes to 
Paused

● All Tractors are Unavailable
● All Available Runs have been 

Claimed or manually Covered

AVAILABLE RUNS: All Runs in this 
mode are read only.

CLAIMED RUNS: If any TPS claims a 
Run it will appear in this table with the 
Driver and Tractor Id they entered.  If 
they update the Claim Run Offering 
later with a different Driver or Tractor 
Id, it will also update in this table.
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Step 4: LHC Run Rotation Offering - Paused

Once Status is changed to Paused and saved by the LHC, or the Offering is automatically Paused, then the LHC can make any 
changes to the Runs as if it was in Drafting mode.  If manually changed, any current TSP making a choice is notified that the Run 
Offering is Paused and that they will be the first to choose when the Run Offering is re-started.

STATUS:  Once the status is changed 
to Paused you can make any changes 
to the Runs as if it was in Drafting 
mode.  You can:

● Add new runs
● Edit runs
● Manually cover runs
● Manually change Tractor 

availability

ADD RUN: Select this to add a new 
run or edit existing run details in the 
table.

COVERED RUNS: If you wish to cover 
a run a manually, change the Status 
of that Run to “Covering”. This moves 
that Run to the Covered Runs table.

Enter if it was covered by TSP, 
Purchased or Other in the Covered By 
Column

Enter the Carrier and Tractor Id if 
known and any Notes. 

Change Status to “Covered”.

TRACTOR AVAILABILITY: You can 
change any of the Tractors in the TSP 
List to Available or Unavailable in the 
Paused state and add any Notes.  
This is useful if for example the 
Tractor is back from a short run or 
they are on a Temp Assignment and 
therefore not available.  Any 
unavailable Tractors are skipped 
when the Offering restarts.
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Step 5: LHC Run Rotation Offering - Completed

Once Status is changed to Completed and saved, the Run Offering is closed and unshared from all the relevant TSPs.  Only LHCs 
can see Completed Run Offerings.  In addition, this will allow a new Run Offering to be created for that Rotation Type, for that 
Facility location.

STATUS:  Once the status is changed 
to Completed the following actions 
occur:

● The Run Offering is unshared 
from all TSPs.

● New Run Offering creation is 
allowed for that Rotation 
Type and Facility.

● Any Available Runs are 
moved to Unclaimed.

UNCLAIMED RUNS: Any runs that 
were Available before the LHC 
changed it to Completed will be 
moved to this table.

EVENTS:  All events are tracked 
against this Run Offering in this table 
for later audit.
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